
CASSIE,
an upright robot developed at OSU, takes a walk in the woods 
with Mikhail Jones ’11 ’15, a faculty research assistant in me-
chanical engineering and chief engineer at Agility Robotics, a 
spinoff firm offering the robot for sale.

The rapidly expanding, nationally ranked robotics program in 
the College of Engineering helped incubate the company, which 
focuses on legged locomotion that let robots go where people go.

Agility Robotics is based in Albany and in Pittsburgh, Penn-
sylvania. A goal is for Cassie’s first sales to be to other academic 
and research institutions, to help grow the research community 
and teach a new generation of engineers in mobility robotics.

At the State of the University address in Portland in Febru-
ary, a hushed, then applauding crowd of nearly 800 watched 
as a Cassie prototype joined Oregon State president Ed Ray and 
alumni director Kathy Bickel on stage. Developers of the robot 
say package delivery could be an early specialty for Cassie’s 
technological descendants.

“This technology will simply explode at some point, when 
we create vehicles so automated and robots so efficient that 
deliveries and shipments are almost free,” said College of 
Engineering Dean’s Professor Jonathan Hurst, robotics teacher, 
chief technology officer at Agility Robotics and an international 
leader in developing robotic legged locomotion. (Photo by Chris 
Becerra) q
A more complete version of this story is available online at 
bit.ly/2kr8yPo. A video of Cassie in action is available at bit.
ly/2kwD5xV. To inquire about buying a Cassie of your own, visit 
agilityrobotics.com. 
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